Procedure for Roll Ups at
Suttons Bowling Club
Following the recent change in Government Guidelines and with guidance from Bowls
England, regarding Covid-19, we are now able to open the green for Roll Ups, to our
members only, albeit in a limited capacity. Also, please note that as per the Bowls England
guidelines, spectators and or guests are not permitted at this time. Before booking a rink or
arriving at the club we suggest you read the Bowls England guidelines which can be found
on the Bowls England Web Site.
By booking a rink you are accepting our conditions of use and those seen not to comply may
have the facility to use the green suspended.
Please be aware that there will be no access to the main club room, bar, kitchen and
changing rooms. The toilets will be available for use. The Club is open for the use of the
green only.

On arrival at the club
We ask you to arrive no earlier than 5 minutes before your allotted rink booking, should you
arrive earlier you will need to wait in the car park
You will need your key card to access the club
When you enter the premises, you will be required to sanitise your hands. Which will be
found just inside the door.
Proceed straight through the corridor to where the Jack’s and mats are located. Should you
require the toilets you should take any bags you have, outside first. The toilets will have
soap and sanitiser. Please use the bin provided for the blue roll or hand towels used.
Should you arrive at the same time as others for their rink booking please ensure social
distancing is always practiced
Please ensure that you sanitise, which is provided, the jack(s) and mat(s) you select, which
will be located near to the door to the green, the blue roll used must be placed in the bin
provided. Ditch markers, two metre stick, pushers and end of rink score boards will not be
available but scorecards may be used but must not be left on the premises.
Please then proceed straight to the rink you have been allocated for your time slot; you
must keep all belongings with you at the end of the rink

When your time slot is nearing an end do not start another end if you can not finish it within
your time
When you have finished your session return the jack(s) and mat(s), sanitise and leave them
in the allotted location, which will be marked.
Please then leave the club immediately, ensuring it is clear for the next group of people to
arrive.
If you wish to talk after your roll up then please do so, socially distancing in the car park.
Please note any food or drink required for your session will need to brought with you and
any rubbish other than the blue roll provided to sanitise must be taken away with you –
there will be no bins provided for disposal of your rubbish.
Anyone showing symptoms or been in contact with a suspected case of Covid 19 are
requested to stay away from Suttons Bowls Club
Should you show symptoms after you have visited the club please inform Paul Day, 07566
204466 as soon as possible so other members having a roll up at the same time can be
advised.
We hope this can be the first steps to getting back to the game of bowls we all enjoy.

